Divergent polarization mechanisms during vertebrate epithelial development mediated by the Crumbs complex protein Nagie oko.
The zebrafish MAGUK protein Nagie oko is a member of the evolutionarily conserved Crumbs protein complex and functions as a scaffolding protein involved in the stabilization of multi-protein assemblies at the tight junction. During zebrafish embryogenesis, mutations in nagie oko cause defects in both epithelial polarity and cardiac morphogenesis. We used deletion constructs of Nagie oko in functional rescue experiments to define domains essential for cell polarity, maintenance of epithelial integrity and cardiac morphogenesis. Inability of Nagie oko to interact with Crumbs proteins upon deletion of the PDZ domain recreates all aspects of the nagie oko mutant phenotype. Consistent with this observation, apical localization of Nagie oko within the myocardium and neural tube is dependent on Oko meduzy/Crumbs2a. Disruption of direct interactions with Patj or Lin-7, two other members of the Crumbs protein complex, via the bipartite L27 domains produces only partial nagie oko mutant phenotypes and does not impair correct junctional localization of the truncated Nagie oko deletion protein within myocardial cells. Similarly, loss of the evolutionarily conserved region 1 domain, which mediates binding to Par6, causes only a subset of the nagie oko mutant epithelial phenotypes. Finally, deletion of the C-terminus, including the entire guanylate kinase and the SH3 domains, renders the truncated Nagie oko protein inactive and recreates all features of the nagie oko mutant phenotype when tested in functional complementation assays. Our observations reveal a previously unknown diversity of alternative multi-protein assembly compositions of the Crumbs-Nagie-oko and Par6-aPKC protein complexes that are highly dependent on the developmental context.